The difference between the spin-orbit potentials of 3He and t is studied by the resonating group method. Calculated spin-orbit potentials are compared with phenomenological ones. Remarks are made on the understanding of the phenomenological optical potential parameters.
Scattering experiments of 3He and triton (t) have been extensively performed using the polarized beams and analyses of these data by the optical potentials have given us rich information on the spin-orbit (t. s) potentials of these projectiles. However, the obtained parameters of the l· s potentials fot 3He and those for tare found to be fairly different from each other. The l' s potentials for 3He obtained by Birmingham group 1) have very small diffuseness parameter (aso"='O.2 fm) and the radius parameter for the l· s potential rs~ is somewhat larger than that for the central potential. On the other hand, the l· s potential for t obtained by Los Alamos group2) are deeper at least twice than are expected by the folding model. Typically V so( t) / V so ( 3He) = 2 ~ 3, rso(t) / rso('He) =O.8~O.9 and aso(t) / aso('He)
=3~4.
It is therefore quite interesting to study microscopically how difference can be derived between the l· s potentials of 3He and t. In this paper we report the results of the study of the difference between the l· s potentials of 3He and t; the equivalent local l· s potentials are obtained from the non-local potentials of the resonating group method (RGM) by the use of the WKB approximation. The procedure to derive the l· s potential for composite projectiles by the RGM is explained in detail in Ref. 3 ).
Since the nuclear force between two nucleons is isospin invariant, the difference between the l' s potentials of 3He and t arises only from the difference in the Coulomb forces for these two projectiles. Stronger Coulomb force for 3He causes smaller local momentum for this projectile compared with that for t at the same incident energy. The smaller the local momentum is, the larger the exchange contributions in the Wigner transforms of the RGM non-local potentials are.
As is explained in Ref. 3) , the l' s potential comes not only from the two-nucleon spin-orbit interaction directly but also from the two-nucleon central interaction and the kinetic energy as a 0.06 is different from that for j = t-l/ 2. Hence all the central interaction part, the kinetic energy part and the spin-orbit iriteraction part are responsible for the appearance of the difference between the to s potentials of 3He and t.
We show in Fig. 1 is deeper than that for t in the tail region and is shallower in the inner spatial region when we compare them at the same incident energy.
Since the Coulomb force which is repulsive is stronger for 3He than for t, the local momentum (hence the local kinetic energy) for 3He is smaller than that for t when the incident energy is the same. The energy-dependence of V,~q( r) is such that it becomes shallower (deeper) in the tail (inner spatial) region as energy gets higher. Thus we get the above-mentioned result for Ll(r).
For the discussion of "strength" of the to s potential, the comparison by some scalar quantity which characterizes the to s potential is useful. Moreover, when we compare the calculated to s potential with the phenomenological one, since the radial shapes are quite different between them, the use of the scalar quantity is essential. For this purpose we use the r'-weighted radial integral J. of to s potential, 6) where A T is the mass number of the target nucleus. In Tables I and II Table III is the volume integral of the central potential per nucleon pair, (3) where Ap is the mass number of the projectile.
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